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Abstract-h this paper, a technique is presented to obtain pointwise and local a posteriori error 
estimates for the quantities of interest in finite-element approximations to linear elasticity problems. 
Two numerical experiments on stress concentration problems are presented to validate the analysis. 
They show that useful error estimates on the global energy of the error and on the local peak stresses 
can be achieved with coarse meshes. @ 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A posteriori error estimation is often employed to measure and to enhance the quality of finite- 
element solutions or to guide adaptive mesh refinement schemes. Error measured locally in the 
energy norm for linear elasticity can be estimated by using equilibration techniques (see [l-3], 
etc.) and the error bounds can be guaranteed by using enhanced iterative techniques proposed 
recently in [4] for potential problems. However, even though error measured in the energy norm 
is good for guiding adaptive schemes, it is not sufficient for engineering design especially when 
simulations are run with a specific goal like evaluating the stress, velocity, or temperature at a 
critical point in the domain. 
Recently, two approaches have been proposed to estimate the numerical error with respect to 
the physical quantities of interest using dual techniques ([5-81, etc.). Procedures used in [5,6] 
are applied directly to the finite-element solution but require refined meshes with the refinement 
focused on the point at which the error estimate is required. The procedures used in [7,8] imple- 
ment a postprocessing technique (see (9-111) which can extract better pointwise quantities (stress, 
derivative, velocity, displacement, etc.) with better rates of convergence than their counterparts 
in direct finite-element calculations. The postprocessed solution is determined by implementing a 
boundary integral defined using Green’s identity. In both approaches, a supplementary problem 
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is solved to determine the local error estimate. This supplementary problem has tractions defined 
from the appropriate singular fundamental solution to the governing equations. This supplemen- 
tary solution corresponds to an extra right-hand side in the parent finite-element solution using 
the same mesh. 
In this paper, a summary is given of the dual technique used in [4,5] for linear elasticity. The 
residual errors in the governing differential equations are first identified and then divided into 
self-equilibrating sets on each element. Control of the error bounds at points close to or on the 
boundary relies on the use of fundamental solutions on a half plane for elasticity. Bounds are 
achieved on the error in stress at a point but the bound is not mathematically guaranteed. For 
the bound on the exact error to be guaranteed, it is necessary to extend an iterative procedure 
proposed recently in [3] for potential problems to linear elasticity and to incorporate it in the 
techniques used here. 
The new work reported in this paper is the extension of the procedures published in [l] to 
include moment equilibrium when dividing the residuals into self-equilibrating sets. The local 
error estimates are also applied to stress analysis using coarse meshes. The rates of convergence 
achieved are consistent with the theoretical predictions. The results show that the procedures 
described here can be used to provide a stopping criterion for an adaptive scheme or to indicate 
the quality of an initial solution. It is shown that useful bounds can be achieved on coarse meshes 
that are designed to solve the original problem. 
The outline of this paper is as follows. In the next section, the general techniques for bounding 
the quantities of interest via an auxiliary problem are introduced. In Section 3, the linear planar 
elasticity problem is defined and the corrected procedure for equilibration of the residuals is 
defined in Section 4. The postprocessing techniques for point-wise stress are presented in Section 5 
and the procedures to define the local error bound in Section 6. Section 7 contains the numerical 
examples. 
2. BOUNDING TECHNIQUES USING AUXILIARY PROBLEMS 
For the presentation of the theory, consider an abstract problem. Let Q be a bounded domain 
in Wd with boundary I’. V is assumed to be a Hilbert space of functions defined on IR. The model 
problem consists of finding a function u E V which satisfies 
B(u, v) = F(v), VVEV, (1) 
where B(., .) is a symmetric positive definite bilinear form on V x V, and thus, defines an inner 
product on V. The loading F is an element of the dual space V’. The boundary conditions 
satisfied by u on r are implicitly included in the definition of the space V and the loading F. 
Then by the Lax-Milgram theorem, problem (1) admits a unique solution u E V. Let VJ c V 
be the finite-element space of piecewise polynomial functions. The mesh P, formed by the union 
of all elements K, is assumed to coincide exactly with the domain R. By the classical Gale&in 
method, there exists a finite-element solution Uh E vh such that 
B(uh, v/d = F(w), VVh E v,. (2) 
Let J(.) be an arbitrary linear functional defined on V and let e = u - uh be the error be- 
tween the exact solution u and the finite-element solution uh. The technique for bounding the 
quantity J(e) = J(u) - J( Uh is as below. Consider the following auxiliary problem. ) 
Find g E V such that 
mv) = J(v), VVEV. (3) 
The corresponding finite-element problem follows. 
Find gh E vh such that 
%?h, Vh) = J(Vh), v/v,, E vh. (4 
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Using orthogonality, it follows that: 
71 
J(u) - J(uh) = B(u - ‘ZLh,g - gh) = c BK(U - uhrg - gh) 
KEP 
(5) 
where BK is the restriction of B on element K, ]I . ]]B~ = BK(*, .)‘i2, and YK, 71~ are a posterior-i 
local error estimates for J]zL - Uh]]BK and ]]g - gh]]BK, respectively (see [3,6,8]). These local 
a posteriori error estimates are crucial for the design of reliable adaptive methods to improve the 
efficiency of modelling and simulation. 
3. LINEAR PLANAR ELASTICITY 
In this section, boldface characters are used to denote vectors; for instance W’ means a 
vector whose components are ui, us. “A tensor eij” means a tensor of the second order whose 
components are eii, ei2, esi, es2. In the linear theory of elasticity, a static elastic state is defined 
as a displacement vector u, a body force vector f, a stress tensor oij, and a strain tensor cij that 
satisfy the field equations 
-kUij,j = .fi, Uij = Uji, in 0 C W2, (6) 
j=l 
and Hooke’s law 
(7) 
where G, u are shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio, respectively, 6ij is the Kronecker delta symbol, 
and 
E$j = f (Ui,j + Uj,i) . (8) 
Two possible sets of boundary conditions take the forms 
Ui = Uiy on rD, (9) 
and 
on rN, (10) 
j=l 
with ~3, gi being piecewise smooth functions. 
For simplicity of notation, define an operator L 
Lu=- 
( 
Ull,l(U) + Q2,2(4 
> UZl,l(U) + fl22,2(4 . 
Then equation (6) can be written in vector form as 
Lu=f. 
Problems (6)-( 10) are equivalent to the following variational problem. 
Find u E V such that 
(11) 
a(u7 v) = (f, v) + (g, v)r,, VVEV, (12) 
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where 
and 
a<j (u>Gj (v) dx, 
(f,v) = J,f .vdx, (g,v)r, = J g.vds. 
rN 
When ID = 0 (pure traction problem), equation (12) is solvable if and only if 
(13) 
where 
Ker (cij) = {y : y = d + ~($2, -EI)~, d E W2, c E W} . 
The corresponding fmite-element problem follows. 
Find uh = (z$,u~)’ such that uh - ii E Vh, and 
(16) 
a(uh, b) = (f, %) + (g, Vh)rN 7 VVh E Vh. (17) 
The energy norm I] . ]]E is defined by 
llvlli = 4v7 4. (18) 
4. AN EQUILIBRATION PROCEDURE FOR ELASTICITY 
The definition of sets of residuals which satisfy equilibrium on each element is central to the 
generation of the guaranteed bounds. The work in [l-3] showed these equilibrium systems exist 
and are not unique. In [3], it was shown that one can always obtain an upper bound on the error 
in the energy norm for elasticity by solving the following local residual problems: 
LI$K = r, in K, (19) 
subject to 
t($K)=gK, wrK, (20) 
where K is an element, r is the appropriate residual, l? K is the boundary of K, and gK is the 
traction of 6~ on l?K. The local boundary-vector functions gK were constructed to satisfy the 
following equilibration condition: 
(21) 
The equilibration condition (21) guarantees that equation (19) subject to (20) always has a 
solution. The error measured in energy norm is bounded by 
KEP KEP 
In practice, we have used a finite-element solution to approximate 6~. A 4 x 4 mesh of bilinear 
elements has been used for the examples in Section 7 because for these examples r is constant 
in K and gK is linear on IK. For these restrictions, numerical experiments indicated a 4 x 4 
mesh returns an accurate estimate of the energy norm. For the bound to be guaranteed we need 
to extend the technique proposed in [4] to linear elasticity and apply it to our procedure. 
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(a) Interior node A. (b) Boundary node A. 
Figure 1. Topology patch .?A for interior node and boundary node. 
The solution to (19)-(21) is far from unique. The procedure described in [3] produces tractions 
that are equilibrated with respect to rigid body displacements but not rotations. The following 
modified procedure produces fully equilibrated tractions. The equilibrated proof can be found 
in [3,8]. An alternate procedure is given in [l]. 
(1) Calculate vector b$) = (bA,r, . . . , bA,Na) for each node A by 
where & = (l,O), & = (0, l), and K, J = 1,. . . ,NA, NA is the number of elements 
surrounding node A (see Figure l), and $A is the basis function associated with A which 
satisfies 
c $A=17 
AENK 
where nr, is the set of nodes of an element K. 
(2) Solve 
$Aiz) = b$). (23) 
The elements of matrix ?A are given by 
() i 
(7~3-1, if J=K, 
. 
TA = 0, if J and K share a common edge, 
KJ 
1, otherwise, 
where CK is the number of elements in the patch which share an edge with element K. It 
is apparent that +A can be constructed purely from the topology of the patch of elements 
which form the support of $A. A more detailed analysis of ?+A can be found in [3]. In our 
numerical experiments, we use meshes for which the sharing of a node A is illustrated by 
Figure 1 yielding ?A given in (24) and (25). If A is an interior node, PA is given by 
3 0 1 0 
&0301 
A [ 1 1 0 3 0 ’ 0 1 0 3 (24) 
and if A is a boundary node, PA is given by 
(25) 
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(3) Calculate P$iKJ = X2& - Xui,. 
(4) Solve 
(J,,, &ids) &fKJ + (J,,, tiaisds) P!;KJ = $KJ~ 
(I,, Whds) d$., + (s,,, dids) &:KJ = P$;KJI 
where B is the node connecting with A to form edge FK J. 
(5) The splitting function gKJ defined on I’K J is obtained by 
1 
gKJ = -t(UhlK + UhlJ) + 2 I* 
P-9 
(27) 
Note that the original procedure in [3] is given by Steps 1-3, and the modified procedure is given 
by Steps 4-5. 
5. POSTPROCESSING FOR STRESS 
The postprocessing technique introduced in [9-111 for the Laplace problem makes use of bound- 
ary integrals involving the fundamental solution to produce the pointwise postprocessed quan- 
tities which converge at superior rates when compared with the direct pointwise finite-element 
quantities. Here we extend the results to linear elasticity where the fundamental solutions to be 
used are Kelvin and Mindlin fundamental solutions. The choice of fundamental solution will be 
discussed later. The displacement and traction tensors of the fundamental solution are denoted 
by Ui;.(x, 6) and TG(x, 0, respectively. Letting ur be the i th row vector of Vi;., the fundamental 
solution for L satisfies 
LU;= (scx;a) and Lu;= (g(x”-E))~ (28) 
where 6(x - <) is the Dirac delta function with source point at [. By using Green’s formulas it 
was shown in [12] and [8] that the stress aij at a point E in R is given by 
where 
uij(E) = J 2 SkDtk dS - J k ukstfjk dS + S, $ .fkDZjk dx, rk=l rk=l = (29) 
(30) 
and 
The first step in recovering the stress is to compute the finite-element solution uh. Then the 
postprocessed stress value ok(<) is defined by 
U&(E) = J &kD:,ids-J &ukS:tjkdS+ J kf*l)jkdX l-k=1 ‘k=l nk=l ’ (32) 
The postprocessed stress converges much faster than the direct finite-element stress. This will 
be illustrated in the numerical examples in Section 7. 
When ,$ is an interior point, the Kelvin fundamental solution [8,12] is used to produce the 
recovered stress and the upper bound on the error. The corresponding kernels DTjk .and S$jk 
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for the Kelvin fundamental solution have singularities of order O(r-‘) and O(r-‘), respectively, 
and therefore, S:jk will behave very erratically when t is close to or on the boundary. In this 
situation, a half-plane fundamental solution which incorporates the image of the source point 
with respect to the half-plane surface is employed to smooth Stjjk in the neighbourhood of {. 
The stress distribution due to a point load applied within an isotropic half-plane was presented 
in [13] for the 2-D problem. The solution to the equivalent 3-D problem was given in [14], 
which produced not only stress, but also displacements. It was claimed in [14] and [12] that by 
integration from -oo to oo in the third dimension, the Mindlin fundamental solution would be 
reduced to the Melan fundamental solution. An error present in one of the original formulae 
in [13] was corrected in [12]. However, we also discovered an error in the formulae presented 
in [12] by integrating the 3-D solutions. This error is pointed out in [8]. The corrected formulae 
for the Mindlin fundamental solution can be found in [8]. 
6. THE POINTWISE ERROR BOUND 
The error between the exact stress and the recovered stress is 
Define the auxiliary problem. 
Find a E V such that 
a(z, v) = - 
I 
~ VkS~jk dS, VVEV. 
’ k=l 
The corresponding finite-element problem follows. 
Find Zh E vh such that 
a(zh,vh) = - v$,fjk ds, t/v/, E vh. 
(33) 
(34) 
Now, an a posteriori upper error bound is obtained by means of the orthogonality property 
a(Zh, U - Uh) = 0, 
laij(O - dge)l = la(z, u - uh)l = lab - ZhrU - uh)l 
I C YKVK 63 C Yii&, (36) 
KEP KEP 
where TK, 7~ are local error indicators obtained by solving exactly the local equilibrated problems 
defined in Section 4 corresponding to the original and the auxiliary problems. In practice, these 
quantities are approximated by using the finiteelement method to solve the local problems. In 
the examples reported in Section 7, a 4 x 4 mesh has again been used on each element. The 
approximate finite-element quantities are denoted by $+, &. By using an enhanced iterative 
technique proposed in [4] we can obtain guaranteed lower and upper bounds. Unfortunately, 
the enhanced iterative technique is only available for the potential problem at the moment. An 
attempt is being made to extend this technique to linear elasticity and incorporate it into the 
procedure described here to guarantee the pointwise error bounds. 
7. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
Two practical problems are considered in this section. The first studies the stress concentration 
around a circular hole in a finite plate (see Figure 2)’ and the second studies the stress concentra- 
tion around a circular notch (see Figure 3). Both problems are modelled using plane strain and 
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Figure 2. A finite plate with a circular hole. A uniform tension S = 1 is applied on 
both vertical boundaries. 
tiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiv i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 1 
Figure 3. A finite plate with two circular notches A uniform tension S = 1 is applied 
on both vertical boundaries. 
four node bilinear finite elements. In problems of stress concentration the main concern is the 
accuracy of the peak stress on the curved boundary rather than the distribution of stress across 
the domain. The “exact” tangential peak stress for each problem has been determined using a 
highly refined mesh. 
The numerical results for the circular hole and the circular notch problems are listed in Tables 1 
and 2, respectively. The direct finite-element stresses tangential to the hole or the notch surface 
at the peak stress points are calculated on the finite elements at points on the surface and are 
listed in the second column of Tables 1 and2. The third column of Tables 1 and 2 give the same 
stresses determined by postprocessing. The improvement in accuracy is clear. The ‘true’ errors 
are given in the fourth column. The pointwise error bounds (PEB) on the stress are given in the 
fifth column. The tightness of the bounds are indicated by the indices listed in the final columns 
of the tables. The error bounds for Example 2 are less tight possibly due to the relatively poor 
mesh design with the highly distorted elements shown in Figure 3. 
The error estimate on the energy norm for the example in Figure 2 is given in Table 3. The 
bound is lost because the finite-element solutions described in Section 4 based on a 4 x 4 mesh are 
used to evaluate the energy on each element in the parent finite-element mesh. The effectivity 
index is above 0.78. This effectivity could be improved by using a 4 x 4 mesh of higher-order 
elements or by using an 8 x 8 or more refined mesh of bilinear elements. 
Figures 4 and 5 plot the convergence of the pointwise errors against the number of degrees of 
freedom on a log-log scale for the circular hole and the circular notch problems, respectively. The 
convergence of the errors in the postprocessed values are seen to be nearly twice as fast ds the 
convergence of the parent finite-element solutions. The error bounds are slightly larger than the 
‘true’ error in the postprocessed solution, but converge at ‘approximately the same rate. 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
In thii paper, the problem of a posteriori error estimation for pointwise values of stress in 
linear elasticity is addressed. Tight estimates for the error have been obtained by constructing a 
tight estimate for the energy norm of the error in the finite-element solution and in the problem 
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Table 1. Computed bounds for the error in the postprocessed peak stress u:i at 
point A on the circular hole. The ‘accurate’ peak stress 011(P) = 4.24 was obtained 
by using 2045 DOF. T.E. = true error, P.E.B. = pointwlse error bound, and Index 
= predicted error/true error in u:i (P). 
Table 2. Computed bounds for the error in the postprocessed peak stress up1 at 
point E on the notch surface. The ‘accurate’ peak stress oil(P) = 3.54 was obtained 
by using 1280 elements. T.E. = true error, P.E.B. = pointwise error bound, and Index 
= predicted error/true error. 
Table 3. Computed bounds for the error in the energy norm for the circular hole 
problem. The ‘accurate’ energy 11~11~ = 32.45 was obtained by using 2045 DOF, 
E.E.B. = energy norm error estimate, and Index = predicted error/true error in the 
energy norm. 
1 
ii! 
6 
0.1 
ERROR BOUND ON POST-PROCESSED STRESS 
ERROR IN THE POST-PROCESSED STRESS 
I 
loo 
NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
1 
Figure 4. Plots of the pointwise errors against the number of degrees of freedom on 
a log-log scale, for peak tangential stress uir of the “circular hole” problem at point 
A. 
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NUMBER OF DE(IREES OF FREEDW 
Figure 5. Plots of the pointwise errors against the number of degreea of freedom on a 
log-log scale, for peak tangential stress (~11 of the “circular notch” problem at point 
B. 
corresponding to the appropriate Green’s function. The major conclusions of this paper are as 
follows. 
l Postprocessing procedures proposed in [9-111, combined with the equilibration procedures 
of [3], then extended and modified for linear elasticity in [8], provide computable and useful 
error bounds on the computed postprocessed pointwise values of stress. A strength of this 
approach is that a tight pointwise error estimate can be achieved by using a fairly coarse 
mesh. 
l The error bounds are useful for engineering applications. ‘An effectivity index = (predicted 
error/true error) has been defined. For a procedure which predicts the exact solution 
(albeit by estimating the error) it is an important goal that the effectivity index should 
converge to 1 as the mesh is refined. For an upper bound on the error, an effectivity index 
greater than 1 would be guaranteed and bounds with an index of 2 are usable. 
l The equilibrated error estimate is recommended to guide adaptive mesh refinement. The 
new procedure can be used as a stopping criterion when the analysis is concerned with 
the physical behaviour at a critical point in the domain. 
The procedures developed here have only been applied to linear problems. Application to non- 
linear elasticity will be the focus of future work. 
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